Rule Codes for Budget Transfers

**Rule Codes – Budget Base Load** (used only by the Budget Office during the base load)

BR01 – State Recurring Budget

BD01 – Self Sustaining and fund 94501 Recurring Budget

**State Funds Rule Codes – Fiscal Year Budget Transactions**

BR02 – State Recurring Budget (permanent transfers that will roll forward to next FY)

BR04 – State Non-Recurring Budget (temporary transfers that will not roll to next FY)

BD06 – State Non-Recurring Carry-forward Budget* (temporary transfers that will not roll to next FY)

*More information soon! Not being used until after carry-forward is loaded in FY17.

**Self Sustaining Funds and Fund 94501 Rule Codes – Fiscal Year Budget Transactions**

BD02 – Self Sustaining Recurring Budget (permanent transfers that will roll forward to next FY)

BD04 – Self Sustaining Non-Recurring Budget (temporary transfers that will not roll forward to next FY)